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PROGRAM 

Strange Jazz (1993) (electro-acoustic tape) 

Hocket (1994) (Premiere) 
(voice and real-time electronic processor) 

Stuart Hines, vocals 

Wintervoice and Meditation (1992) 
(solo violoncello and electronic tape) 

David Garrett, cello 

Heavy Metal (1986) 
(brass quintet and electronic tape) 

John Urness, trumpet 
Dennis de Jong, trumpet 

Stephen Foster, horn 
Nathaniel Dickey, trombone 

Mark Barnette, tuba 

INTERMISSION 

The Vision of John Brown (1992) (a video opera) 

Robert Kauker, synthesizers 

Arches (1994) (chamber ensemble with electronics) 

Susan Kerbs, flute 
Xin Yang Zhou, clarinet 

Reynaldo Ochoa, trumpet 
John Cornelius, synthesizer 

Rachel Tsuchitani, violin 
Martha Baldwin, cello 

Patrick Clark, conductor 

Samuel Magri// 

Stuart Hines 

Reed Holmes 

1 -,. 

Arthur Gottschalk fa"-

JohnBaur 

Kamranince 



PROGRAM NOTES 

Strange Jau was conceived as a simulated jam session with aliens, with apologies 
to Stephen Foster, Louis Armstrong, Billie Holiday, Duke Ellington, and others. The 
composition was realized in the University of Central Oklahoma Computer Music Studio 
in the summer of 1993, utilizing a Macintosh !lei computer with Digital Peiformer. The 
Yamaha KX76 MIDI keyboard, Roland CP40 Pitch to MIDI converter, Yamaha TX81Z 
FM tone generator, and Roland D11 0 Sound Module were featured importantly as well. 
Vocals were supplied by the composer, and Reid Webber acted as audio technician. 

Hocket is part of a series of works in development by the composer that feature his 
live vocals and digital processing. Stuart Hines is a graduate of the University of 
Michigan, teaches special education in the Houston Independent School District, and is 
an active member of the Houston Composers Alliance. 

Reed Holmes received his Ph.D. in Music Theory from the University of Texas at 
Austin. His compositions have been peiformed extensively in the US. and Europe and 
have been awarded performances at such events as the Knoxville World's Fair, Festival 
Contemporanea eAntica (Parma, Italy), Festival Contaminazioni di Musicali (Varese, 
Italy), and the Gregg Smith Singers New York Concert Series. He has won the Luigi 
Russolo International Competition in Electroacoustic Music and the Distinguished 
Freeman Prize (Los Angeles), among many others. He is published by Dorn and C. Alan, 
and recorded on Folkways, Advance, and Opus One. He describes Wintervoice and 
Meditation as "slow, no pulse, well-received; some might say it's 'new agey' .. . !?!" 

David Garrett is a member of the Houston Symphony Orchestra, and has belonged 
to the New Orleans Symphony and the San Antonio Symphony. Strad magazine reviewer 
Henry Roth has labelled him "a polished and experienced musician ... excellent in all 
departments." A proponent of contemporary cello literature, he has nevertheless re
ceived popular and critical acclaim for his solo and recital appearances covering the 
whole range of cello repertoire. 

Heavy Metal was commissioned by the Choralis Brass Arts, realized at the Rice 
University Electronic Music Laboratories, dedicated to Larry Livingston, and pre
miered at the 1986 New Music America Festival. Arthur Gottschalk graduated from 
the University of Michigan, studying under Ross Lee Finney, Leslie Bassett, William 
Bolcom, and George Wilson. He has been composer-in-residence at the Columbia/ 
Princeton Electronic Music Center under Mario Davidovsky, a fellow at the Charles 
Ives Center and the Composers Conference, and a recipient of the Charles Ives Prize of 
the American Academy and National Institute of Arts and Letters. He is a member of the 
Music Theory and Composition faculty of The Shepherd School of Music, where he 
directs the Electronic Music Laboratories. 

The one-act opera, The Vuion of John Brown, was written on a commission from 
Opera Memphis through its program to develop new works. The basic story revolves 
around the events of the fall of 1859 when John Brown, the famous abolitionist, de
cided to raid the federal armory in a effort to incite the slaves to riot. His attempt failed 
(with the ironic twist of being captured by a federal force commanded by Col. Robert 
E. Lee) and was hanged in December of 1859. 



The libretto, written by the composer, is a compilation of recorded conversations 
from a variety of sources, mixed with real events that took place and ones that have 
been invented. The throst of the plot has to do with Brown's inner self struggling to 
decide what to do about the slavery issue. This inner struggle is fueled by events of the 
past, as in the .first scene where he dreams about a childhood experience of seeing a black 
friend severely beaten because of a minor infraction, and by more recent events, as the 
deaths of two of his own children at the beginning of scene two. His struggle continues 
in scene two with the introduction of a vision of Frederic Douglass, who chides Brown 
to fulfill his destiny, and a second vision of his boyhood friend from the first scene who 
Douglass reports as having been beaten to death by his masters. The scene ends with ~ 
a frenzied Brown deciding to go to Harper's Ferry to free the slaves, at which point his 
wife, Mary, expresses both her doubts about this endeavor and her resolve to help her ~ 
husband in his most important work. ~ 

The third scene is set on the gallows, after the trial and sentencing to death . In an 
impassioned speech Brown warns the slave owners of the violence to come. The country 
"will be bathed in blood" and no one will escape the "coming furies ." Finally he says, 
"I see a dark wind descending. The earth and wind will be washed; the pestilence will 
be cleansed from the earth." In the final portion of the opera there is heard an offstage 
choros intoning: 

Wash the earth, cleanse the air, prepare for the wind of change. 
Sad is the blood of brothers in the coming struggle. 

Cleanse the earth, wash the air, prepare for the wind of future. 
Let the dark wind pass by. Spare us the coming rage. 

Wash the wind, cleanse the air, prepare the earth for the blood of change. 

John Baur is cu"ently the Coordinator of Composition and Theory and the Asso
ciate Chair of the Music Department at the University of Memphis . His numerous com
missions have been from various performers, such as Bertram Turetsky, the Kronos 
Quartet, Opera Memphis and LONTANO (in London). He has received three National 
Endowment for the Arts grants, among others. 

Arches, composed by Kamran /nee in April1994, is commissioned by Present Music 
(Milwaukee). Its premiere took place at the Istanbul Modern Muzik Festival in Istanbul 
in May 1994, during Present Music's tour of Turkey. Its U.S. premiere occured in June, 
in Milwaukee. 

Arches is built on a wash of string sounds- it is very spiritual. The descending high 
string sounds in his orchestra piece, Domes, is transformed in Arches to be a perpetu
ally descending four note-figure in the middle register. The string sounds are enhanced 
by the synthesizer, which is the backbone of the ensemble. The trumpet has a very im
portant role with its "Miles" mute. 

Kamran /nee was composer-in-residence with the California Symphony (San Fran
cisco) during 1991-1993. He is cu"ently working on his third symphony, an Albany 
Symphony commission. A compact disc of his chamber music was released in May 
1994 on the Northeastern label. His numerous awards include the Prix de Rome, a 
Guggenheim Fellowship, and the Lili Boulanger Prize. 


